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WHERE DO I START?
by Tracy W.
If you have an Estate or inherited property to
sell — whether a house, condo, vacant land, farm
or commercial — you might be thinking: Where
do I start?
Start with this book. We wrote it to describe
the many projects that should be completed before
having the “FOR SALE” sign installed.
Some projects are mandatory; others are
optional. You should avoid some projects entirely.
For instance, a small crack in a chimney does
not warrant a repair, while a leaking chimney that
is damaging the plaster does.
One “hidden danger” is making massive
improvements to a dated home – for instance,
building a brand-new kitchen with granite counters and stainless-steel appliances. In this case, the
seller has no idea what potential buyers want and,
chances are, this “investment” will not produce a
positive return.
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Typical Project List for
the preparation and sale
of an Estate house:

þþ Estate sale
þþ Clean-out
þþ Interior painting
þþ Steam clean carpeting
þþ Pest removal
þþ Sump pump repair
þþ Remove heavy draperies
þþ Deep cleaning
þþ Professional Photography
þþ Activate Listing
þþ Negotiate Price, Terms & Timeline
þþ Closing
þþ Sold!
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This is the project list for the house pictured
on the cover of this book. The project list for your
Estate or inherited property will be based on its
condition after an initial inspection.
Therefore, focus on only making strategic
improvements that will yield a high return on
investment. Generally, if my clients spend $10,000
on the correct repairs and improvements, they can
realistically expect a $30,000 increase in the property’s listing price.
You can increase the value by another 10 percent by controlling clutter, staging the home, and
creating curb appeal. That’s an extra $50,000 on a
$500,000 property.
In over seven years preparing, staging, marketing,
and selling Estate properties, I’ve developed a highly
skilled team with a combined 100 years of experience who can problem-solve, execute, and deliver
customized solutions and quality work quickly.
Our success is evidenced by the large number of
Estate property listings we have, and by the sales
results we achieve for our clients.
We are here to help. Feel free to accept the offers
included with this book.
WHERE DO I START
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After unexpectedly inheriting a home in
“Hartland,
MI, we chose to work with Tracy.
She has handled our situation in the most
efficient, responsive, and professional manner
possible. It wasn’t just her warm, friendly
personality or the fact that she got the house sold
and closed quickly—she also was able to refer
great vendors and contractors who helped us get
the house ready for market.
If you want to work with someone you can trust
to get the job done ‘seamlessly’ and in a *much*
less stressful fashion, I suggest you don’t hesitate
another moment to reach out to Tracy and her
team!

”
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Kristin W.
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ORGANIZE & DECLUTTER
by Emma S.
If Estate properties have one thing in common,
it is that they have too much stuff.
My job at the Tracy Wick Property Team is to
bring order to all this chaos.
Usually, there’s too much furniture in the living
room. In this case, I’ll relocate a couple of pieces to
an empty space to showcase an architectural detail
and give it purpose. Other pieces may be sold (see
next article) or destined for a worthwhile charity.
Alternatively, extra furniture is moved to storage.
Next, I might find piles of old newspapers, magazines, bags, empty boxes, and containers. I collect
these items and place them in recycling bins or
garbage, as appropriate.
Then there are personal items with sentimental
value — framed photographs, albums, treasured
letters and so forth. These items are carefully
packaged, boxed up and delivered to the appropriate person.
There, the property is looking much better already!
ORGANIZE & DECLUTTER
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FINDING MONEY INSIDE THE HOUSE
by Pam I.
As an experienced appraiser, I find value inside
an Estate home quickly.
Whether art, antique furniture, antiquities, jewelry, electronics, fashion, accessories, musical instruments, books, tools, vehicles, or collectibles (from
bone china to baseball cards), my colleagues and I
can quickly convert these items into money for the
client’s benefit. Acting as a fiduciary, we will discuss
all practical options regarding the sale of a particular item with you and explain why we believe a
specific buyer is the best choice.
An auction can efficiently convert other items
into cash if the items are visually interesting but not
valuable per se.
We handle all the details of the auction. While
we work through Tracy and her team, our agreement is between the Estate’s representative(s) and
ourselves. We will remit the net proceeds of all sales
to you, our client, promptly.
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INSPECT & REPAIR
by Kurt H.
In my view, repair projects for Estate properties
fall into three categories: safety-driven, functional,
and debatable. Let me give you an example of each.
Safety-driven repair: The stairs leading from
the home’s back door are uneven and rickety.
Since the stairs are unsafe, they pose a legal
and financial risk to the Estate. Also, unsafe stairs
do not allow buyers to properly view the backyard,
which could cause them to discount or disregard
the house completely. Fix immediately.
Functional repair: The roof is leaking.
Initial attic inspection revealed an active roof
leak. If not addressed, the leak could damage
drywall, cause ceiling staining and wood rot. Fix
immediately to stop the damage and reduce the
likelihood that the buyer will request an expensive
repair or replacement.
Debatable repair: Portions of the trim on a
deck are missing.

INSPECT & REPAIR
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Tracy is the best real estate agent (we) have
“dealt
with in 30+ years of buying and selling
houses.

Tracy brings energy, positive attitude and highly
professional talents that will greatly benefit you
if you are lucky to have her helping you with
real estate matters.
In the past 2 years she has helped us sell 2 houses
we inherited from our parents — and in the
middle of this COVID mess no less!
The challenges we faced with getting the houses
emptied and ready for sale were enormous
especially since (we) live out of state.
Once you have a deal, she will not slack off but
will actively tackle all the major and minor
issues that pop up until the day of closing.
(We) cannot recommend Tracy Wick strongly
enough.

”
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Steve Rauch and Sherri Snyder
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In this case, the missing trim does not impact
the functionality of the deck. This is a cosmetic
issue that a future owner can address. Therefore,
make sure that the nail heads are not an issue,
clean up the surfaces and move on.
I am a licensed builder with 35 years of experience. For most of Tracy’s projects, I conduct a
walk-through to assess the condition. My crew
and I can handle most repairs ourselves, but we
call in specialists for structural and environmental
remediation.

INSPECT & REPAIR
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Tracy Wick Property Team Managers. From left: Tony J-Estate
Sales, Jaymie Z-Landscaping, Amanda C-Staging, Matt
B-Cleaning, Tracy W-Real Estate Sales, Kurt H-Repairs

To get my entire team working for you, call Taylor toll-free at
855-699-0360 or 248-587-7732 in the Detroit area

DEEP CLEANING AND CLEAN-OUT
by Matt B.
If you’re reading this book sequentially, then you
will know that we are in the “home stretch” (pun
intended).
With the property decluttered, with valuable
items delivered to the estate or sold, and with the
repairs complete, it is time for my crew to come in
and get the house ready for staging and marketing.
This process begins with a lot of elbow grease.
In the kitchen, every cupboard is washed with
a damp, soapy cloth and then wiped down. We
empty the refrigerator and then clean and dry each
shelf. Similarly, my crew cleans all the other appliances. The sink(s), countertops and backsplash get
special attention as these can be the dirtiest areas of
the kitchen. Baseboards, ceiling fans and blinds are
all dusted. Windows, and then the floor, are thoroughly washed.
The cleaning crew continues with the bathroom(s), bedrooms, living and dining rooms, and
other rooms in the house. Not a single cobweb
escapes their attention.
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Wall-to-wall carpets get steam cleaned — ditto
for draperies.
Then, we thoroughly sweep the front and rear
entrances, clean the front door, and polish the door
hardware to a spit-shine. Depending on the season,
leaves are swept up, or snow cleared.
After this thorough cleaning, the clean-out crew
arrives and removes all furniture and other things
that will not be used during the selling process.
Usually, these items are given to (and gratefully
received) by worthwhile local charities. Often, such
donations will receipt a tax receipt.
With these projects complete, we are soooo close
to getting your property on the market!

DEEP CLEANING AND CLEAN-OUT
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HOW “CURB APPEAL” PAYS
by Jaymie Z.
With all respect to my colleague, Amanda
(whose chapter follows), while staging the interior
of a property delivers a valuable benefit, the first
impression that potential buyers have is from the
outside. That’s where landscaping pays off, big time.
A few well-placed shrubs add dimension to any
home. Often, these shrubs frame the front door
(and that’s always the place to start).
More shrubs and fresh mulch line – and define
– the beds on either side of the front walkway, while
flower beds add more color and visual interest.
Mature trees add shade and dimension.
On the back deck, ornamental grasses and potted plants increase one’s enjoyment of the space.
Of course, while my crew is busy installing
visual interest to your property, we will not forget
the obvious – we pull the weeds, cut the grass,
clean the edging, and remove the clippings. If it’s
winter, we will clear the snow because “first impressions count.”
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Top 10 Ways to Secure an
Unoccupied Property

1. Have the mail held at the post office.
2. Pick up hand-delivered flyers, newspapers,
and packages
3. Ask a neighbor to park their car in
your driveway
4. Sweep the front walkway and porch
5. Use timers to light different sections of the
house at different times
6. Test all smoke detectors to ensure that they
are functioning
7. Keep the exterior maintained
8. Check the basement and grounds after rain,
severe storms, or extreme weather
9. Hire someone to check on your
house regularly
10. Stage interior with furniture to create a
“lived in” look

HOW “CURB APPEAL” PAYS
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STAGING FOR SUCCESS
by Amanda C.
I’ve been into art, interior design, and marketing
for as long as I can remember.
That’s why “staging” a property is always an
exciting day for me. With all the other work complete, staging is the icing on the cake.
My task begins by studying the photographs I’ve
taken of the house. I know the furnishings that are
in place and the areas that need my personal touch.
My goal is to is to highlight the architectural features, create rooms with clear functions, and deliver
a pleasing design aesthetic.
Then, I create a room-by-room plan, using a
selection of furniture on site and adding on-trend
accents, art, and greenery that is inventoried and
housed at our two storage units.
On staging day, I return to the house, install all
the pieces, and check that everything is just perfect.
Yes, the cushions do get “punched” in the center,
the towels in each bathroom all match perfectly,
and the duvet in the master bedroom is ironed to
be wrinkle-free!
The result is a joy to see!
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A well-staged property supports the marketing
process by creating appealing spaces that potential
buyers can “see” themselves living in. Professional
photography showcases every room’s form, function
and future-potential — increasing buyer appeal,
driving more showings, and often delivering multiple offers!
Then, once the property has been sold, I return
once more to remove all the loaned pieces and
then we sanitize and return them to their place
in storage — where they sit at the ready for
their next opportunity to bring their magic to
another property.

STAGING FOR SUCCESS
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Tracy Wick, surrounded by her family:
Clockwise, from the lower left:
Ollie, husband James, and sons,
Carson and Griffin.
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IT’S TIME TO DECIDE
by Tracy W.
In the pages of this book, my team managers
and I have given you a “road map” to follow in
preparing an Estate property for sale.
Indeed, you can undertake these projects on
your own; that is your prerogative.
The question is, should you do it yourself?
Asked another way: Do you want the stress
that comes with doing it yourself?
Or another way: Can you afford the inevitable
time delays? You’re busy and adding new projects to
your “to-do” list will not be easy. These time delays
are aggravated by the distance between the Estate
property and where you live.
Earlier, I pointed out that making the correct
repairs and improvements can realistically triple
your investment, which means that our professional
fees and expenses are minimal compared to the
expected increase in the property’s value.

IT’S TIME TO DECIDE
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My wife and I appreciate all of Tracy’s effort
“and
advice on getting our house sold.
My wife even found some decorating inspiration
in how she staged our house and applied it to
our new place!

”
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Gene and Kate
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Today, about 50% of my listings are Estate
properties, which is evidence of our commitment
to and success in this specialty niche in the real
estate business.
As this book shows, the process of preparing an
Estate property for sale requires attention to detail
and an overall plan that organizes the various projects into a specific – and sequential – order.
We seamlessly transform tired, dated properties
into vibrant, active listings that attract many potential buyers and result in a quick sale and closing.
On average, we sell an Estate property in 30 days
(including the time required to make the necessary
repairs and improvements).
We look forward to working with you.

IT’S TIME TO DECIDE
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Contact Us

office 248-587-7732 or 855-699-0360
mobile 248-912-7407
Tracy@SeamlesslySold.com

Office Address:
39500 Orchard Hill Pl, Ste 100
Novi, MI 48375
Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 61, Northville, MI 48167
www.SeamlesslySold.com
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What is the secret to painlessly preparing and selling
an Estate property for the highest possible value?
In this compact book, Tracy Wick outlines the step-by
step-process she and her team utilize to help families,
fiduciaries and legal teams seamlessly revamp, stage and
sell inherited homes.
Inside, you will discover:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How to get started
Best practices for organizing and decluttering
Which repairs are worth-while
How curb appeal can add $50,000 to a $500,000 property
Whether an estate sale is right for you
Why staging compels buyers to fall in love and make offers
How to keep a vacant property safe and secure

Tracy Wick is a 28-year real estate veteran
and creator of Seamlessly Sold, a turnkey program for revamping, staging and selling Estate properties. Tracy is a licensed real estate
broker with Keller Williams Advantage in Novi
and a Keller Williams Luxury International inductee. Tracy and her team clean, tidy, repair,
landscape, stage and sell Estate properties throughout Metro
Detroit for families, fiduciaries, and legal teams.
For more information visit SeamlesslySold.com

